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Tensions that mounted during a deadly, Islamist protest in Pakistan last month were resolved not
by the country’s civilian government, but by leaders of its military and intelligence agency. The

incident was another reminder of who really holds the reins in a tumultuous nation that the U.S. has

leaned on to help defeat terrorist adversaries and bring stability to Afghanistan. This reality has serious

consequences for U.S. policymakers engaging with Pakistan.

Constitutionally, Pakistan boasts a democratic government where representatives are elected according

to popular vote. Behind the scenes, however, the Pakistani military and its intelligence agency, known

as the ISI, repeatedly pull the strings that dictate Pakistan’s political direction. Consequently, the U.S.
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Tensions that mounted during a deadly, Islamist protest in Pakistan last month were resolved not
by the country's civilian government, but by leaders of its military and intelligence agency. The
incident was another reminder of who really holds the reins in a tumultuous nation that the U.S. has
leaned on to help defeat terrorist adversaries and bring stability to Afghanistan. This reality has serious
consequences for U.S. policymakers engaging with Pakistan.

Constitutionally, Pakistan boasts a democratic government where representatives are elected according
to popular vote. Behind the scenes, however, the Pakistani military and its intelligence agency, known
as the 1ST, repeatedly pull the strings that dictate Pakistan's political direction. Consequently, the U.S.
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must appeal directly to the Pakistani army to achieve tangible results, but such efforts simultaneously

undermine the legitimacy of Pakistan’s civilian government, hindering efforts to promote democracy

and free governance in Pakistan.

For decades, the U.S. has turned to Pakistan to help execute its quests in South Asia. The two

countries joined forces to funnel weapons and cash to mujahedeen fighters battling the Soviet

Union in Afghanistan during the late 1970s. More recently, the U.S. has turned to Pakistan for

assistance in combatting al Qaeda and the Taliban in the aftermath of 9/11.

Nonetheless, the U.S. and Pakistan espouse different objectives in South Asia, which often pits

the two countries’ interests against one another. For the U.S., ensuring that Afghanistan does not

revert to status as a safe haven for international terrorists is a primary goal, while Pakistan’s

priority is to limit India’s regional influence and install a friendly government in Afghanistan.

Hussain Haqqani, former Ambassador of Pakistan to the United States

“Pakistan was an ally of convenience during the Cold War, but
Pakistan’s main objective, which is to compete with India, has never
been an American objective. Therefore, American and Pakistani
interests in the region don’t really coincide.”

Dating back to Pakistan’s formative years, both Pakistan’s military and the ISI have played
critical roles in defending the country against its archenemy India and advancing Pakistan’s
domestic and regional interests. Such a focus on India helped pave the way for Pakistan’s military

and the ISI to exert control over the country’s political, economic and social fabrics.

Pakistan achieved independence in 1947 after the British Parliament passed the Indian

Independence Act, which created a Muslim-majority state in Pakistan and a Hindu-majority state

in India.

From 1947-1948, Pakistan and India fought a brutal war over the disputed territory of Kashmir.

This was the first of four wars between the two countries, with the others occurring in 1965,

1971 and 1999. Today, Kashmir remains contested terrain with regular flare-ups between

Pakistan and India.

Pakistan’s military has served as the country’s foremost powerbroker. At three points in

Pakistan’s history – 1958, 1977 and 1999 – the military has orchestrated coups to take power

from the civilian-led government.
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Dating back to Pakistan's formative years, both Pakistan's military and the ISI have played
critical roles in defending the country against its archenemy India and advancing Pakistan's
domestic and regional interests. Such a focus on India helped pave the way for Pakistan's military
and the ISI to exert control over the country's political, economic and social fabrics.
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Independence Act, which created a Muslim-majority state in Pakistan and a Hindu-majority state
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Pakistan's history — 1958, 1977 and 1999 — the military has orchestrated coups to take power
from the civilian-led government.



Bill Milam, former U.S. Ambassador to Pakistan

“For almost the entire period of Pakistan’s independence, the army has
been a significant factor in its political life. After briefly being
subordinated by [thenPresident] Zulfikar Ali Bhutto in 1972, [the Army]
became allpowerful after [it took] over the government in 1977. When

the army fled from office in 1988, after Dictator Zia ulHaq died, it retreated to the
political background behind a figurative curtain, but remained in charge of security
and foreign policy issues.”

Late last month, the Pakistani army once again flexed its muscles when it struck a deal with
hardline Islamist protestors in the capitalIslamabad to end a tense standoff with the
government. By overstepping its traditional military responsibilities, the Pakistani army subverted the

civilian government’s ability to exercise political authority.

The protestors, who were members of a religious party belonging to the prominent Barelvi sect

of Sunni Islam, were demonstrating against a proposed change to the oath taken by incoming

Pakistani lawmakers. The revision would alter how legislators pledge fidelity to the Prophet

Muhammad.

Government attempts to clear out the protesters ended in deadly clashes, with at least six killed

and more than 200 people injured.

General Qamar Javed Bajwa, the head of Pakistan’s army, brokered a truce, which included the

resignation of Law Minister Zahid Hamid. Bajwa received personal thanks from the leaders of

the protest as someone “whose special efforts helped to put the agreement together and averted a

major disaster for the nation.” Major General Faiz Hameed, the head of the counter-intelligence

division at the ISI, also signed the agreement, further indicating the military’s pronounced

involvement in the deal.

Judge Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui of the Pakistani High Court issued an order demanding that the

government explain why the military negotiated the deal and overstepped its constitutional duty

to “act in aid of the civilian government when called upon to do so.”

Dan Markey, Senior Research Professor and Academic Director of the Global Policy

Program, Johns Hopkins SAIS

“In recent years, the Pakistani military has used a variety of methods to
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n n recent years, the Pakistani military has used a variety of methods to



squeeze the operating space of the civilian governments. It has
encouraged and engineered political opposition campaigns, including
mass demonstrations. It has encouraged alliances between opposition
political parties, provided resources to compliant politicians, and
pressured obstinate ones. It has publicly criticized civilian leaders in

moreorless direct ways, pressured journalists and the media, and encouraged or
discouraged judicial processes against ruling politicians. And all of these things have
happened during a period in which the state was nominally run by elected politicians.
Looming in the background is always the threat of another coup, although that step
holds less appeal to the military because it puts the generals in a position of having
to take full responsibility for running the country.”

The military’s pronounced role in Pakistani politics complicates U.S. policy in South Asia,
particularly in Afghanistan, where the U.S. is mired in a 16-year war, the longest in its
history. Even if the Pakistani government pledges to assist the U.S. in creating a stable Afghanistan

and defeating groups such as the Taliban, the Haqqani network, and al Qaeda, the U.S. remains

dependent on the Pakistani military to physically root out terrorist safe havens within Pakistani borders,

and relies on the ISI to provide critical intelligence on insurgents operating in the region.

Michael Kugelman, Senior Associate for South and Southeast Asia, Woodrow Wilson

Center

“I would argue that, for all the U.S. efforts to strengthen civilian
institutions and support democracy in Pakistan, at the end of the day
it’s perfectly comfortable working with the military. This makes sense,
given that if you want to get things done and make deals in Pakistan,

you need to work with the military. It’s the military, not the civilians, that make all the
big decisions about relations with the United States. On a policy level, the military’s
dominance is problematic for the United States. This is because U.S. interests are
more in line with the positions of the Pakistani government than with the Pakistani
military.”

Dan Markey, Senior Research Professor and Academic Director of the Global Policy

Program, Johns Hopkins SAIS
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institutions and support democracy in Pakistan, at the end of the day
it's perfectly comfortable working with the military. This makes sense,
given that if you want to get things done and make deals in Pakistan,
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military."

Dan Markey, Senior Research Professor and Academic Director of the Global Policy
Program, Johns Hopkins SAIS



“Even American policymakers who would prefer to work with Pakistan’s
civilians and who appreciate the importance of democratic governance
find it expedient to deal with the military to get a wide range of things
done. For more liberal Pakistanis, this can be infuriating, because it
appears that their military enjoys Washington’s backing and that
American profession of democratic values is hypocritical.”

Despite U.S. reliance on the Pakistani army and the ISI in its ongoing struggle against the
Taliban and associated groups, the Pakistani army and the ISI do not necessarily view these
militants in the same light. The Pakistani government insists that it has forced the Taliban and the

Haqqani network out of its borders, but the U.S. still asserts that the Pakistani army and the ISI covertly

support these organizations and use them as proxies, even at the expense of American lives.

Michael Kugelman, Senior Associate for South and Southeast Asia, Woodrow Wilson

Center

“It’s unlikely there will ever be a convergence when it comes to groups
like the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani network. Both sides have dug in
their heels with positions that are fundamentally at odds with the other.
It comes down to interests: The U.S. has an ironclad interest in
targeting these militant groups because they pose a direct threat to

Americans. Pakistan, conversely, has an ironclad interest in providing support to
these groups because they help push back against Pakistan’s Indian enemy in
Afghanistan. These are sharp positions and neither side is likely to budge anytime
soon.”

Therefore, the U.S. aims to strike a delicate balance in its relationship with Pakistan. The U.S. can

use certain instruments to exert pressure on the Pakistani government and military, but even those

tactics have limitations.

Anthony Cordesman, Arleigh A.
 

Burke Chair in Strategy, CSIS

“The U.S. can talk about pressuring Pakistan, but it has already cut aid
with only limited success. Its leverage is also further reduced by the
fact that Pakistani ports roads and air routes are critical to the Afghan

"Even American policymakers who would prefer to work with Pakistan's
civilians and who appreciate the importance of democratic governance
find it expedient to deal with the military to get a wide range of things
done. For more liberal Pakistanis, this can be infuriating, because it
appears that their military enjoys Washington's backing and that
American profession of democratic values is hypocritical."

Despite U.S. reliance on the Pakistani army and the ISI in its ongoing struggle against the
Taliban and associated groups, the Pakistani army and the ISI do not necessarily view these
militants in the same light. The Pakistani government insists that it has forced the Taliban and the
Haqqani network out of its borders, but the U.S. still asserts that the Pakistani army and the 1ST covertly
support these organizations and use them as proxies, even at the expense of American lives.

Michael Kugelman, Senior Associate for South and Southeast Asia, Woodrow Wilson
Center

"It's unlikely there will ever be a convergence when it comes to groups
like the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani network. Both sides have dug in
their heels with positions that are fundamentally at odds with the other.
It comes down to interests: The U.S. has an ironclad interest in
targeting these militant groups because they pose a direct threat to

Americans. Pakistan, conversely, has an ironclad interest in providing support to
these groups because they help push back against Pakistan's Indian enemy in
Afghanistan. These are sharp positions and neither side is likely to budge anytime
soon."

Therefore, the U.S. aims to strike a delicate balance in its relationship with Pakistan. The U.S. can
use certain instruments to exert pressure on the Pakistani government and military, but even those
tactics have limitations.

Anthony Cordesman, Arleigh A.
Burke Chair in Strategy, CSIS

"The U.S. can talk about pressuring Pakistan, but it has already cut aid
with only limited success. Its leverage is also further reduced by the
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fact that Pakistani ports, roads and air routes are critical to the Afghan
economy, the U.S. can scarcely threaten war, and U.S. sanctions on
Pakistan can lead it to cut U.S. access to Afghanistan.”

Ultimately, the U.S. relationship with Pakistan cuts both ways. The U.S. continues to partner with

the Pakistani military to defeat threats in South Asia. But that empowerment of the Pakistani military

hampers democracy and institution-building in Pakistan and prevents the U.S. from working with the

Pakistani government to greater effect and achieving a lasting peace in Afghanistan.

Hussain Haqqani, former Ambassador of Pakistan to the United States

“It’s just not that the American objective of promoting democracy
becomes undermined. Another objective gets undermined as well, and
that is that America, at some point, wants to leave that region, and it
wants to hand over authority to a strong and stable Afghanistan

government, which is not constantly confronted by the Taliban on a daily basis. The
problem is that the Pakistani military also sustains the very Taliban who it tells the
Americans it will help fight. They are the arsonist and also want to be part of the fire
brigade. That is the real complication. From a U.S. point of view, the second objective
is as important as the fact that Pakistan’s democracy gets undermined by the
military’s intervention.”

Bennett Seftel is director of analysis at The Cipher Brief. Follow him on Twitter @BennettSeftel.
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economy, the U.S. can scarcely threaten war, and U.S. sanctions on
Pakistan can lead it to cut U.S. access to Afghanistan."

Ultimately, the U.S. relationship with Pakistan cuts both ways. The U.S. continues to partner with
the Pakistani military to defeat threats in South Asia. But that empowerment of the Pakistani military
hampers democracy and institution-building in Pakistan and prevents the U.S. from working with the
Pakistani government to greater effect and achieving a lasting peace in Afghanistan.

Hussain Haqqani, former Ambassador of Pakistan to the United States

"It's just not that the American objective of promoting democracy
becomes undermined. Another objective gets undermined as well, and
that is that America, at some point, wants to leave that region, and it
wants to hand over authority to a strong and stable Afghanistan

government, which is not constantly confronted by the Taliban on a daily basis. The
problem is that the Pakistani military also sustains the very Taliban who it tells the
Americans it will help fight. They are the arsonist and also want to be part of the fire
brigade. That is the real complication. From a U.S. point of view, the second objective
is as important as the fact that Pakistan's democracy gets undermined by the
military's intervention."

Bennett Seftel is director of analysis at The Cipher Brief. Follow him on Twitter @BennettSeftel.
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